Written: Thanksgiving Day, 2018
Dear SHAPE Community and Graduates of Clairvoyant Programs, AHA!, and
the Psychic Tools and Life Mastery Practices Course,
First, a Most Joyous and Blessed Thanksgiving & Christmas Holy Days to each and
every one of you! I am truly grateful for our incredible community of kindred, loving
souls, committed to exploring, discovering, healing, and growing spiritually. May our
adventure together continue to foster us living the miracle of our soul lives each
and every day. May we continue on our caravan of mirth and miracles with the
requisite courage, compassion, and cooperation. May our Love of God and wisdom
borne of our own experience be our guides always. I am blessed to live in the
celebration of life.
So it is that as the end of the calendar year draws to its conclusion, we naturally and
intuitively turn our attention more inwardly and reﬂect upon our experiences
throughout this year and what our next steps are to be for the coming year. It is,
however, also a time of celebrating life in all of its wondrous forms given to us, so
that we may each learn and grow into the fullness of who we are. In truth, without
celebrating our life, how can we possibly review what we’ve learned and assess
where we are to go next? Without the joyousness of celebration, our powers to
review and assess dim and narrow into a myopic view of how we have lived our
life. We cannot truly appreciate our life, if we only see a small fraction of what we’ve
lived thus far.
That is one of the many reasons we set aside this weekend at the end of each year so that we can gather together as a community in communication and camaraderie
to celebrate together the passing year as well as the start of the coming one. Joy
shines a brilliant light in and upon this world and today the world needs more light
in it than ever. The greater the challenges that so many people in the world are
struggling with, the more important shining the light becomes to all of us.
Commiseration and sympathy dim whatever light is shining. Celebrating
compassion and wisdom in this world joyously go far in uplifting it from the gravity
of darkness. It’s time to levitate in this world with levity and light.

This year, we’ve dedicated our SHAPE Christmas Celebration Weekend Intensive to
Limitless Loving: Celebrating The Creativity & Power of the Christ in the World. I
love the Christmas story of Joseph and Mary pregnant with Jesus ﬁnding no
vacancies at the inns along their path as they travel to the ofﬁcial census-taking. It’s
a perfect reﬂection of the collective consciousness that is the world denying space in
it for divinity or spirit. Rather than the innkeepers jumping up and doing whatever
they can to make extra space for the incarnation of spirit here in this world, they
went out of their way to deny lodging to those whose purpose was to birth the
Christ Consciousness in the world.
You know that things haven’t changed that much in the hospitality business - today,

most hotels reserve at least an extra room for those unexpected VIP guests celebrities, the politically connected, the super-wealthy. I’m sure many of those
innkeepers had a room stashed away. But, the beauty of this story is that Joseph
and Mary and the baby being - along with the aid of archangels and angels and
masters of light and wisdom - created a space, a sanctuary, in which Mary could
birth more of the Light of Divinity into this world. If you you are ever in doubt about
your ability to fulﬁll your purpose for being here, remember this story and remind
yourself that you are fully capable of living the miracle of spirit. You just have to
ﬁnd your space to be you no matter the conditions in the world and how those
immersed in pain and suffering may react to you.

Of course, limitlessness means that there are no beginnings or endings. Limitless
loving comes from choosing to love anyway, regardless of the condition of your
current experience. When you come to a seeming limit to your capacity to love,
that’s when you know it’s your opportunity to transcend those old imagined
limits and imagine anew. And to love anything or anyone beyond a prior limit
requires us to love ourselves enough to deserve not extending our own suffering a
moment longer.
Again, can we actually love beyond our perceived limits of
loving, without joyous celebration? Have you ever tried to love someone or
something that you were less-than-enthusiastic - or at least happy - about? Not
likely. Let’s see, I’m trying to love this good- for-nothing jerk…….hahahaha……If,
however, we choose to celebrate the power and creativity of the Christ
Consciousness and Energy in this world, then, perhaps, we would be up for loving
and forgiving beyond our prior perceived limits.

If you’d like to even consider making that choice, come and celebrate with us on the
weekend of December 15th - 16th at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Burlingame. We’ll
explore the creativity and power that are inherent in the Christ Consciousness that
is the creative fulﬁllment of all of life. We’ll also continue with raising our
havingness for and ownership of that creative power within us. Remember, living
the miracle everyday begins with the relinquishing of our old imagined limits
(blowing pictures/forgiveness/deprogramming) and imagining beyond them
(ownership and expression of limitless creative power).

As always, for those of you who completed the whole 2018 SHAPE Clairvoyant and
Trancemediumship Mastery Course - Limitless Love: Your Power and Creativity,
your graduation and the initiation for every participant will both be integrated into
the weekend intensive and celebration. We’ll revisit more deeply the major
initiation steps, while we’re at it as well and look at your progress along your
Clairvoyant Path of the Christ. We’ll have more deprogramming of the limits on your
havingness and look at some of your next steps in the coming year. Of course,
we’ll have the merry-making of singing Christmas carols, so we invite the musicians
amongst you to bring your instruments to join in (even if it’s just a pickle
percussive). And, of course, we’ll have our traditional gift-exchange, so use your
creativity and see what you’d like to give to a yet-to-be revealed SHAPEmate. Yes,
it’s never too early to celebrate the Holy Days of Celebrating Spirit, the Christ, and

Miracles.

Looking with enthusiasm and joy to getting together with you all!
With gratitude, love, and laughter,
Michael

